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SOUTHBANK SWANK

Get off at South Brisbane Railway Station and walk over to the Wheel of Brisbane

1. How many turns does the Wheel of Brisbane make before it stops each time?  _______

Walk on towards the river, then along the river bank.

2. Which Country does Australia share a friendship with?  (Clue: look for a stone) __________

Walk on to the Citycat Terminal

3. Which City Cat must you catch to get from here to Parliament House?  _____

Walk back to the Wheel of Brisbane and walk along the Arbour.

4. Mark off this object when you find it.                              

Go on to the Nepalese Pagoda

5. Where was the pagoda built ___________________________________

6. What event was the pagoda built for  ____________________

7. Mark off this object when you find it.             



8. What part of Griffith University is located at Southbank?  _________________________

Go to the Suncorp Piazza

9. Which flags are flown with the Australian flag ___________________________________

10. Mark off this object when you find it.                   

11. Mark off this object when you find it   



12. What sort of plant is growing over the Arbour? __________________________

Go down the Stanley Street Plaza and Look for the Great Aussie Sweet Shop

13. What is the Great Aussie Sweet Time? ___________________

14. What circus performer got left behind on the crossroads of Ernest and Stanley Streets? 
____________________________________________

Walk back to the Central Cafes and follow the Arbour again.

15. What things are banned from the pool area?_______________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________

16. Mark off this object when you find it.  

17. Mark off this object when you find it

18.  Mark off this object when you find it 



19. Mark off this object when you find it

20. Mark off this object when you find it 

21. Mark off this object when you find it.

22.  Mark off this object when you find it 

23. Mark off this object when you find it  

24. Which building did the Bronzed Aussie and his Dog come from ___________________



Walk on to the Maritime Museum.

25. What message do these flags say:

________________________________________________________________________________

Walk along Little Stanley Street on the same side as the ATM, until you find My Sweetopia.

26. What price are the cupcakes in the store?   $ __________
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